Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT) or sleeping sickness is a Neglected Tropical Disease.
152
FST between ethnic groups showed that allele frequency differences between the ethnic groups 153 were small, indicating that ethnicity was unlikely to confound results (median Fst - show that this population is homogeneous and that the samples did not cluster by phenotype 157 or by ethnic groups (Fig 1) and consequently the data were not stratified by ethnicity. 
161
There were suggestive associations at three loci in IL6 and TNFA in the comparison between 162 active cases and controls (Table 2) , three loci in APOL1, MIF and IL6 in the comparison 163 between latent infections and active cases (Table 3 ) and five loci in IL4 (Fig 2) , and one each
164
in HLA-G and TNFA between latent infections and controls ( IL6 had an 80% chance of being a true positive and the TNFA-308 rs1800629 SNP had a 71% 171 chance of being a true positive ( Table 2 ). The strongest association was with APOL1 172 rs73885319, which is also known as the G1 allele, which had a 90% chance of being a true 173 positive in the comparison between latent infections and controls (Table 3) . Complete results
174
for all tests that passed quality control are shown in supplementary data tables S1, S2 and S3. as tags that might be linked to functional SNP rather than for any putative function.
203
The most striking feature of the results is that most associations were found in the further studies of their genetic and immunological profiles are required to test this hypothesis.
214
Associations with IL6 10 The minor (A) allele of IL6 rs62449495 appeared to protect against progression from latent 216 infections to active HAT (Table 3 ) and against the development of active HAT by controls 217 but these associations did not remain significant after Bonferroni correction ( Table 2) . The 218 major allele of rs2069830 was also protective against the development of active HAT by 219 controls before but not after Bonferroni correction (Table 2 ). The rs2069830 SNP causes a 220 proline to serine change, but this is predicted to be benign by both Sift and Polyphen 
248
Another explanation could be that the TNFA-308 has no effect but is in linkage disequilibrium Five of the seven SNP that were suggestively associated with the comparison between latent 261 infections and controls were in IL4 (Table 4 , Fig 2) . Three of these SNP were adjacent to each 262 other at the 5' end of the gene (Fig 2) , although linkage between them was modest (r 2 <0.5).
263
While the individual associations did not remain significant after Bonferroni correction the 264 observation that five of the sixteen SNP tested in IL4 had suggestive associations increases 12 the probability of a genuine association with IL4 and the risk of developing a latent infection.
266
A study using three IL4 SNP in DRC did not find any associations, but that was in a allele was assumed to be due to selection by HAT [33] . The data presented here is consistent 279 with that hypothesis, but no support was found for the role of the G2 allele of APOL1 280 (rs71785313) in HAT although it is implicated in kidney disease. 
303

Conclusion
304
The results discussed in this paper should be used with caution as no loci remained 305 significantly associated with HAT after the Bonferroni correction for multiple testing, 306 although some had high probabilities of being associated using a false discovery rate test.
307
Some of the SNP loci identified here were also significant in other studies. Multiple 308 independent observations of marginally significant effects suggest that these effects may be 309 genuine but that the effect size is not large enough to be detected by the numbers available to 310 be tested.
311
Our data support the findings from Guinea about the role of the APOL1 G1 allele and also on the trypanolysis test (TL-ve) ( Table 1) . 15 This study was one of five studies of populations of HAT endemic areas in Cameroon, Côte 
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